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QUESTION 1

What are planning level and planning group used for in SAP Cash Management? There are 2 correct answers to this
question. 

A. - Planning level is used to differentiate between strategic, business, and operational plan. 

-Planning group is used to group assets by order of liquidity: petty cash, bank, AR/AP, investments, etc. 

B. - Planning level is used in the company code data of the business partner to control accounts receivable and
accounts payable in SAP Cash Management. 

-Planning group is used in the G/L account data to enable the liquidity forecast. 

C. Planning level and planning group are used in the configuration of the grouping structure, which enables you to group
bank and subledger accounts together in the cash position or the liquidity forecast. 

D. - Planning group is used to group customers and vendors to enable accurate forecast. 

-Planning level is used to control displays in SAP Cash Management and to differentiate between noted item, purchase
order, bank account, etc. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to create a new user-defined characteristic in account based CO-PA and must ensure that is part of the
universal journal entry. Which actions do you have to perform? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. Activate the CO-PA append structure in ACDOCA. 

B. Create the user-defined characteristic and add it to the operating concern. 

C. Maintain the proper derivation rules in transaction KEDR. 

D. Generate the operating concern. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

The screenshot displays how the depreciation areas of a chart of depreciation post, to the G/L By looking at the
screenshot what can you learn about the company code and ledger configuration? 

A. There are two ledgers posted during transaction processing. 

B. There are no more than two ledger groups defined for the company code 

C. There are two currency types assigned to the company code. 

D. There is one extension ledger assigned to the leading ledger. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which information will be migrated automatically during an SAP S/4HANA finance migration? There are 3 correct
answers to this question. 

A. Business partners customizing 

B. Account balances 

C. General ledger customizing 

D. Material ledger customizing 

E. Authorizations 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 5

What are the parameters to define different technical clearing accounts for integrated acquisition in new asset counting?
There are 2 correct answer to this question. 

A. Chart of accounts 

B. Account determination 

C. Chart of depreciation 

D. Company code 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

What are possible post-migration activities for SAP S/4HANA migration projects? Note: There are 2 correct answers to
this question. 

A. Calculate the net due date and discount due dates for open items 

B. Fill offsetting accounts in financial documents. 

C. Transfer archived documents into ACDOCA. 

D. Update the open items through data aging. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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QUESTION 7

In your SAP S/4HANA system, ledger group L1 is assigned to a US GAAP accounting principle. You want to assign
ledger group to the L1 to a separate depreciation areas that posts acquisition and production cost APC) and
depreciation values. Which of the following limitations prevent you from making assignment? 

A. You assign transfer of APC values only from depreciation areas to which the same accounting principle is assigned. 

B. One of the underlying ledgers is assigned to a fiscal year variant that has a different start/end date than the other
ledgers. 

C. You use the accounts approach to parallel valuation and all accounting principles are assigned to a single ledger. 

D. The US GAAP values need to be reported in USG-but-the company code currency is defined as EUR. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

If you use the ledger approach, which customization settings must you apply for new Asset Account? Note: There are 2
correct answers to these questions. 

A. Assign an accounting principle to every depreciation area. 

B. Assign a controlling version to each depreciation area. 

C. Set reconciliation account for parallel valuation (non-leading ledger). 

D. Define a technical clearing account for integrated asset acquisitions. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 9

There are 8 customer-specific charts of depreciation in the client that area assigned to 22 active company codes, as
required Additionally, there are 7 reference and unused. How many you charts of depreciation do you migrate? 

B. 22 

C. 7 

D. 1 

E. 5 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

What processes do you perform as part of liquidity management? Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question. 
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A. Post credit memos 

B. Monitor cash flow 

C. Review credit standing 

D. Perform planning 

E. Forecast balances 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 11

You post a payment to a supplier invoice. In the universal journal table you see more line items are created than were
visible in the document entry view. Which configuration may have caused the additional 

line items? There are 2 correct answer to this question. 

A. Zero balance Indicator for profit center 

B. A non-leading ledger 

C. An additional accounting principle 

D. An extension ledger 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 12

What SAP Fiori app should be used to leverage the machine learning service for goods and invoice receipt
reconciliation? Please choose the correct answer. 

A. Business Reconciliation Report 

B. Reconcile GR/IR Accounts 

C. Confirm Receipt of Goods 

D. Post Goods Receipt for inbound Delivery 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

A business user entered the wrong password too many times and is locked out of the SAP Fiori 

launchpad. 

Where must the administrator unlock this user? 
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A. SAP S/4HANA back end 

B. SAP Fiori launchpad designer 

C. Front-end SAP Gateway server 

D. SAP Smart Business 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Which values are stored in the universal journal (ACDOCA)? There are 2 correct answer to this question. Response: 

A. Transfer prices 

B. Actual costing results 

C. Parallel currencies 

D. Plan data 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 15

Which transaction types can be restricted to depreciation areas in new Asset Accounting? Note: There are 2 correct
answers to this question. 

A. Retirements 

B. Transfers 

C. Revaluation and new valuation 

D. Investment support 

Correct Answer: CD 
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